The conception of seizures as abnormal synchronies of large neuronal populations has 43 been confirmed by numerous electrophysiological studies, including recent imaging of travelling 44 seizure waves across the neocortex. This traditional viewpoint has been challenged by the 45 finding that during some seizures, neurons with high firing rates are remarkably rare and sparsely 46 distributed into clusters. Reconciliation of these seemingly contradictory descriptions has 47 attracted much attention, raising questions such as how (or if) macroscopic seizure waves arise 48 from these microscope neuronal clusters, and more generally, how other features of macroscopic, 49 clinical seizures arise from microscopic dynamics. Answers to these questions are crucial to the 50 understanding of epilepsy, and could guide development of drugs and other interventions that act 51 at the microscopic level to effect macroscopic improvement.
Introduction 287 central block, repeating the process for each time step (graph on right), and averaging over the 288 last 2000 time steps produced the correlation length for the simulation (see Methods). As 289 expected for moderate excitability, the correlation length in this example was low (8.6 + 1.1 sd). 290 (B) Same calculation for simulation with high excitability (c = 0.998). The correlation length is 291 higher (49.6 + 11.6), leading to the formation of clusters seen in the grid. (C) Correlation lengths 292 for systems of increasing excitability (in this case, pr and ps were held at 0.01 and 0.05, 293 respectively, and p gradually increased). The peak near 1 -pr as c increases is strong evidence of 294 a continuous phase transition. The sharp decrease after the peak is due to the use of a finite grid. 295 Inset shows details at peak, consistent with a phase transition near c = 0.99. (D) Simulations 296 comparing a system far from criticality to a system near criticality. The mean cluster size is 297 larger for the system near criticality. See text and Methods.
298 299 300 Enlarging clusters of activity. Increasing the correlation length also increases correlations 301 between large groups of domains, resulting in the formation of clusters of activity that enlarge 302 near criticality [45] . To illustrate, we compared 10 simulations of two systems with the same m 303 in which one system was near criticality ( Fig 4D) . The number and size of clusters were counted 304 using a density-based cluster algorithm (see Methods). The clusters of the non-critical system 305 were significantly more numerous (1246.9 + 20.4 vs. 683 + 21.2, p < 0.001, mean + sd) and 306 smaller (13.5 + 0.28 vs. 23.2 + 1.1, p < 0.001) than those of the critical system. This fifth 307 hallmark of phase transition also provides an explanation for the observed clusters of hyperactive 308 neurons.
309 Complex responses to stimuli. For non-saturating models near criticality, 'slowing down' 310 prolongs the response to a stimulus, and in some cases, thousands of time steps are required to 311 approach m ( Fig 3B and Fig 5) . This suggests that seizures in the setting of low excitability may 312 paradoxically achieve their maximum effect much sooner than when excitability is high, i.e., a 313 long 'buildup' of seizure activity may have more severe clinical effects than a rapid onset of 314 activity. For saturating models near criticality, 'slowing down' led to a slow onset of global 315 activation. These complex responses to stimuli constitute a third hallmark of a phase transition.
Fig 5. Effects of Criticality on Time Taken to Reach Equilibrium
317 (A) Response to transient focus when system is saturating. Both systems undergo global 318 activation, but the system shown in the top row is far from criticality and fills at a much slower 319 rate than the system near criticality on the bottom. (B) Response to transient focus when the 320 system is non-saturating. In both cases all domains deactivate because pr = 0, but at a slower rate 321 when the system is near criticality (bottom row). Effects of a focus can be complex near 322 criticality, even when the asymptotic result is known. 323 324 325
In addition to these hallmarks, it is known that the time history of a probabilistic cellular 329 suggests a critical point near 1 -pr, in agreement with our other estimates.
330
These properties of non-saturating models thus support the presence of a continuous 331 phase transition, occurring as ps or p increase enough to push c = ps + 6p close to the critical 332 point of the system. It is important to note that the excitability of our model can increase in two 333 distinct ways. The first occurs through increases in ps or p, i.e., by increases in the rate of seizure 372 criticality ( Fig 5B) . This is a possible explanation of how a small, transient focus can produce 373 significant and lengthy seizure activity prior to complete deactivation.
374
In the case of saturating excitability, the simulated focus led to global activation even if 375 pr = 0. Again, slowing down effects can render the route to full activation both long and complex 376 ( Fig 5A) . In this case of high excitability, a small, transient focus produced a slow route to 377 complete activation.
Addition of Refractory Periods

379
In other simulations, domains entered a refractory period after activation for longer than 380 a refractory threshold. Typical refractory periods and refractory thresholds were 30 and 10 time 381 steps, respectively.
382 Transitions from Clusters to Waves. When activity of a saturating system was induced by a 383 transient stimulus rather than spontaneous activation (i.e., when pr = 0), and when ps and p were 384 relatively low, refractory periods were absent because the duration of domain activity was less 385 than the refractory threshold. The result was an expanding mass of active domains ( Fig 6A) . As p 386 increased, longer durations of activity triggered refractory periods that disrupted this expanding 387 mass and prevented full activation. In this case we observed slowly drifting clusters similar to 388 'blobs' reported in models of gap junctions (Fig 7) [38]. These movements were due to 3- 464 Yellow bars are 'dead zones' in which domain activation is forbidden. Excitability is high and the 465 refractory period is large (pr = 0, p = 0.25, ps = 0.15, c = 1.65, refractory threshold = 10, 466 refractory period = 80). A small focus occurs for a single time step (step 2), and a second, larger 467 focus occurs for a single time step later in the simulation (step 120). The initial focus grows and 468 splits into two waves traveling along the dead zone in different directions (steps 14 to 140). Each 469 wave splits three components. One component leaves the grid, and the other two annihilate their 470 counterparts from the other wave (step 240 to 300). The second focus generates a single wave 471 rather than two waves because of the refractory domains produced by the waves from the first 472 focus. This wave travels between the dead zones (step 140), curling at the end to split into three 473 waves (step 280 to 340). One of the waves leaves the grid (step 340 to 440), and the other two 474 are not annihilated as before because the only one wave appears in step 140. The two waves 475 instead rejoin at the opposite end to form the pattern seen at step 500. After step 500, the 476 component between the dead zones cycles repeatedly, producing two waves in opposite 477 directions during each cycle (the repeating cycle is shown with a blue background). Because of 478 the statistical nature of the simulation, this behavior is not seen with every run. 
519
The other assumptions of our model, such as the presence of refractory periods, are also 520 simply stated, allowing the model to be simply described with a small number of variables and 521 rules with intuitive meaning. To our knowledge, few seizure models have produced such a wide 522 variety of behavior from intuitive foundations, or without the need for a large number of less 523 intuitive variables or a large number of differential equations. However, we stress our model 524 does not replace detailed or neural mass models, nor does it simulate neurophysiological 525 recordings. Furthermore, our model is clearly not fully realistic for reasons that include its 526 construction as a two-dimensional grid. Moreover, its approach is semi-qualitative, similar to 527 others in which biophysical mechanisms are 'mapped' onto model parameters, as in the use of 528 dynamical systems to elucidate the behavior of seizure onset and cessation [31, 32, 68, 69].
529 Nevertheless, that our model produces so many different types of seizure behavior at different 530 spatial and temporal scales suggests that its rules and assumptions may at least partially describe 531 the underlying biological mechanisms, and thus confers insight into seizure dynamics.
532
These insights include possibilities for seizure treatment. Elevations in pr, ps or p 533 represent different types of excitability that might be exploited to design clinical intervention.
534 For example, systems with small pr and m will have few active domains, and thus minimal signs 535 of seizures. But if the system is near criticality, the resulting high sensitivity of the system allows 536 seizures to be easily triggered from deceptively small variations within a benign resting state. In 537 this case, reducing ps or p will reduce c, move the system away from criticality, and be more 538 effective than reducing pr (point 'a' in Fig 3A) . This state could be detected by the presence of 539 large clusters or long recovery times to stimulation, consistent with reports that delayed 540 responses are associated with neocortical excitability [70]. On the other hand, for systems far 541 from criticality, a reduction in pr can be much more effective than reductions in ps or p (point 'b' 542 in fig 3A) . This situation could be detected by a diffuse pattern of activation with small clusters.
543 Translating Criticality into Seizure Behavior
544
The sensitivity of our model to small changes mirrors the viewpoint that seizure 545 transitions occur as small fluctuations move the system on or off an attractor of a dynamical 546 system [31, 32, 66, 68] . For example, small changes in model probabilities can produce or 547 destroy global activation if the system is near criticality. (Fig 3D) . Sensitivity to small changes 548 due to phase transitions has also been found in local field potentials at seizure cessation, but not 714 or equal to that of the system represented by the q's, the percentage of active domains for the 715 former system must be greater than m 0 for any choice of m 0 and hence must be at least 1. 726 Therefore, when pr is small and as c = ps + 6p increases to its critical value of 1 -pr, the half-727 time of the system increases dramatically (Fig 3B and 3C) , i.e., there is a 'slowing down' effect 728 for H(∞). Because m = ½(1 + H(∞)), the is true for m.
729
For the saturable case, simulations showed that the time taken to activate all domains 730 rapidly decreases as c increases beyond 1 -pr. The result was a slowing down as c approaches 1 731 -pr from either direction. (Fig 3B and 3C) . 
